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Rock formation 
located below the 
Austin Chalk 
Shale gas is an 
unconventional 
source of natural 
gas



There is a large 
increase in the 
amount of 
pipelines needed to 
support this play
Though there is an 
existing 
infrastructure in  
place, production 
exceeds its capacity



Currently pipeline route selection is governed 
by the shortest path from origin to destination
Route optimization needs to be used to 
intelligently select the best routes
Proper route selection can lower the initial cost 
of the project, increase the life of the pipeline, 
and have a minimal impact on the environment 



A Prototype for Pipeline Routing Using Remotely 
Sensed Data and Geographic Information System 
Analysis
Sandra C. Feldman et al
An Integrated Assessment model for cross-country 
pipelines

Prasanta Kumar Dey
Planning a Least Cost Gas Pipeline Route a GIS & 
SDSS Integration Approach

Maheen Iqbal et at



Kazakhstan to Russia
Sound methodology and variables
Unscientific weighting criteria
Narrow corridor for pipeline route
Unreliable data used
Restricted final route
14% less costly than the straight line path



Great routing goals listed
Good examples of poor pipeline route selection
No methodology or study area listed for  route 
selection
Project feasibility not a GIS analysis paper
Found the optimal route 3% cheaper than 
shortest route



Ahvaz-Marun 35km oil pipeline in SW Iran
Similar least cost methodology
Unrealistic weights
Lacking variables
Cost model run against an existing pipeline
1km longer but 29% cheaper than existing 
route



Research was only done for large mainly 
international pipelines 
Missing important  variables
Variable weight issues
Not flexible, automated, or interactive



Determine the least cost path for pipelines in 
the Eagle Ford Shale region
Creating an automated, interactive, flexible 
python geoprocessing tool using ESRIs arcpy
site package 



Python site package for 
ArcGIS 10 python 
scripting
Great for geoprocessing
tool creation and task 
automation



McMullen, Live Oak, Karnes, Atascosa, and 
Wilson counties 



Variables selection
Rasterize all variables
Clip all variables to study area
Reclassify variables for automation
Write geoprocessing tool 



Slope
River crossings
Lake crossings
Road crossings
Railroad crossings
Cultural areas
Fault lines
Existing pipeline easements





A cost surface is created using the weights 
given through the UI to determine the cost to 
traverse each cell over the landscape
Then an accumulated cost surface adds the cost 
of all cells from the point of origin specified in 
the UI
The least cost path is calculated and returned 
as a shapefile



A1= (cost1 + cost2 )/2
A2=(cost2 + cost3)/2
Accumulative cost = A1 + A2
For diagonal cost A1=1.4142(Cost1 + Cost2)/2





12.2% Cheaper  
Saves $3.27 Million
3 miles shorter than existing pipeline
584 less road/railroad crossing cells
362 less water crossing cells
35 less fault line crossing cells





Fault line and cultural areas were removed 
because they do not initially add cost to the 
project
Least cost path still stayed east of the existing 
pipeline. 
Least cost path 11.5% cheaper. Saved $2.99 
Million and was 3 miles shorter at 67 total 
miles
Existing pipeline 592 more road/railroad 
crossing cells, 400 more water crossing cells





A straight existing pipeline was selected to test 
to see if the straightest path would be the 
cheapest
Least cost path 4.1% cheaper and $624,180 less
Existing route had 64 more Road/Railroad 
crossing cells, 312 more river crossing cells, and 
3 more fault line crossing cells
Existing pipeline was 2.55 miles shorter



This tool successfully produces lease cost paths 
from the cost distance rasters created from the 
variable weights
It is flexible for the users purpose
It is automated to combine multiple steps in 
cost distance analysis



The least cost path was calculated based of the 
cost raster and knew where exactly to cross 
cells diagonally
Existing pipeline rarely crossed at exact corner 
of a cell so it picked up the neighboring cells as 
well
15 Ft. Buffering was used to equalize this issue
Future research needs
to address this



This research makes route optimization easy 
for all users 
It is a quick way to begin any pipeline project.
These tools can be created for any location. At 
small or large scales



Marcellus Shale Play route optimization
Lidar data
More Variables
More in depth
Interactive Web GIS
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